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Abdract 
The wa.y of protons and heavy ions accelera.tion in ordinary 
proton eynchrotrone with constant RP of an electrica.l field 
ia proposed. It is carried out, if accelerartion is rea.lizc with 
high harmonic number q, and RF voltage V is changed 80, 
that the particles hit the new neighboring separatrix on 
the following turn. This way requires the application of RF’ 
systems providing the high acceleration rate 100 MeV/m, 
and working with the constant frequency approximately 
aeverd tens of GHz. 

I. ACCELERATION WITH 
CONSTANT RF 

With protons or heavy ions accelerated in synchrotrons up 
to high energies, their speed varies in a wide mge mak- 
ing it neceeaary to change by several fold the frequency of 
RF-voltage. But it ie not an easy task to perform. Cur- 
rently, R&y&ems providing a high rate of acceleration, 
up to 100 MeV/m and operating at a constant frequency 
of about several tene of GHz are under development. Such 
RF-systema are supposed to be nsed, for example, in the 
project VLEPP [I]. They may be nsed &8 well, and we 
intend to show it, to accelerate protone and heavy ions 
in conventional - proton synchrotrons. We mean another 
alternative method, when FtF - frequency may be kept con- 
stant in case the acceleration is real&d at a high multi- 
plicity q, and RF-voltage, V, ia changed eo that every one 
cycle the par&lee fall within a new neighboring separatrix. 

Really, a gain in the ion energy with the charge Ze every 
one return amounts to 

dE = eVZ co8 4 

and, hence, the period of its return reducea by the value 

AT= --$&dE 

where w = u/II ia the frequency of ion return with the ve- 
locity o, K ia the autophasing factor, II is the synchrotron 
circumference. Requiring that the beam within one return 
should enter the neighboring separatrix: AT = T,.t/q = 
ljqw, we find the neceseary RF-field voltage per turn 

It depends on the autophasing properties of a syn- 
chrotron and ie to vary with a change in the ion energy. 

The transition to the neighboring separatrix requirea a high 
rate of energy gain and high growth rate of the leading 
magnetic field: 

1 8<B> Bc 
<B> Bt =ii$ (2) 

It follows from Eqe. (1) and (2), that the multiplicity 
q of the RF-field should be high enough for the voltage V 
and growth rate (w) to be technically realizable. But 
in this case the energetic size of the aeparatrix ie decreased 
and, hence, the momentum spread 

(3) 

wiil be small in the beam captured into the acceleration 
regime. This difficulty may be avoided by cooling down 
the stored beam or injecting the beam having been cooIed 
down. Ratios (l), (2), (3) impose certain requirements for 
the selection of the structure of a synchrotron ring-shaped 
electromagnet, in particular, it can not be iaochronous, 
the co&cient Q of the orbit expansion and the perime- 
ter II should be &B large aa potible and special straight 
section suitable for the electron cooling-down ayetem to be 
arranged are to be provided. 

As an example, consider a synchrotron with a circum- 
ference Ii = 150m, Q = 0.5, B,, = 1.5T, accelerating 
heavy ions with A/Z = 2 fmm W = SOMeV/n up to W = 
2,8GeV/n (7 = 4). Then the parameters of the RF-systems 
will be the following: the RF-amplitude varies during ac- 
celeration cycle from 9.7kV to 0.32MV, (COB& = 0.5), 
q = lo’, w = 62GHa, (w),, = 58T/s. A beam with 
a momentum spread of (dP/P)mos = fl.6 l 10ms ia main- 
tained in the eynchrotron. The criterion [2] of betatron 
oscillation atability at a high multiplicity q b satisfied. 

At W = 2.8GeV/n p = 0.79 and, hence, circulation fm 
quency changes slowly with the increased particle energy. 
The acceleration up to higher energiea ia reasonable with 
standard RF-atation at a low q within a small range of fre- 
quency changes. That is why, the acceleration method pro- 
posed may be need in proton and heavy-ion synchrotrons: 

1. to obtain a practically monoenergetic beam with an 
energy of several GeV/n bunched into q bun&a with 
emaJJ dimensions; 

2. to pre-accelerate protons or heavy ions from a low 
energy to an energy of eeveral Geu/n at a conetant 
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frequency of RF-voltage. In this case obtained ia a II. REFERENCES 
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